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ABSTRACT

Today, augmented reality is evolving towards sophisticated
approaches exploiting the opportunities offered by
immersive environments and high quality 3D graphics. Such
systems can prove to be very useful in the context of
education, especially when learning involves reading and
writing activities. However, the majority of existing systems
relies on touch-based interaction, or on interaction with
proprietary technological artifacts. This paper presents an
approach to enhancing reading and writing on physical
books through smart augmentation. It is based on the
intuitive and unobtrusive monitoring of students gestures
during reading and writing activities through cameras,
facilitating context - aware content sensitive assistance
without requiring any special interaction device.
Index Terms- augmented reality, augmented books,
page recognition, gesture recognition, handwriting, ambient
intelligence

this augmented book provides users with a multi-sensory
experience, which is difficult to achieve through other
technologies.
However, work conducted so far in applications of AR
techniques to physical books have focused on touch
interaction, and have not taken into account hand writing.
On the other hand, as it is stated in [2] "during the act of
writing, there is a strong relation between the cognitive
processing and the sensorimotor interaction" (p. 398),
enhancing thus the students' understanding and learning
ability.
This paper presents a learning support system based on
augmenting the physical book and integrating handwriting.
As a result, students can be further enhanced with related
material when reading, and can be assisted to accomplish
their writing tasks whenever appropriate. The underlying
approach is based on the recognition of book pages, as well
as of specific elements of interest within a page through the
intuitive and unobtrusive monitoring system of students'
gestures and writing, thus facilitating context - aware
content sensitive assistance.

1. INTRODUCTION
2. RELATED WORK

In recent years, the emergence of Augmented Reality
(AR) and Ambient Intelligence (AmI) is driving a transition
from traditional human computer interaction to natural and
intuitive interaction with everyday things [8]. AmI is often
claimed to bring a significant potential in the domain of
education [19], while Information and Communication
technologies already permeate educational environments in
many ways. They can play an important role in education by
increasing students' access to information, enriching the
learning environment, allowing students' active learning and
collaboration and enhancing their motivation to learn [14].
Recognizing the importance of reading and working on
physical books, research work has been conducted towards
enhancing the book reading process through AR. For
example, in [22] the authors developed a system which
enhances a physical book, thus providing to young readers
the opportunity to interact live with its content, by placing
fiducial markers on it and seeing augmented 3D graphics,
through a handheld display. Reading and interacting with
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Since the early years of 90's the idea of digitally
augmenting physical paper was intriguing enough to trigger
a few first efforts in this direction. For example, DigitalDesk
[21] and its successor EnhancedDesk [15] performed
physical paper augmentation with technology, offering
interaction with it via touching.
Since then, more sophisticated AR solutions have been
proposed by exploiting the means offered by the immersive
environments and high quality 3D graphics. For example,
MagicBook provides the augmentation of physical books
with 3D graphics and moving avatars through VR glasses,
giving to the reader the sense of living pages.
The basic interaction technique in such environments is
touch. Pointing and writing in augmented reality
environments has also been studied, but the majority of
research work is based on proprietary technological artifacts
like light pens, pen with pads, haptic devices, etc. ([23], [7]).

The work presented here introduces an augmented
reality environment for students' improved learning, which
is based on unobtrusive monitoring of the natural reading
and writing process. This environment, named SESIL, does
not require any special writing device in order to monitor
the student's gestures and handwriting, as it is able to
perceive interaction with actual books and pens / pencils.
Furthermore, SESIL provides context - aware help to
the students, launching educational applications on a near
to-the-student display. SESIL can thus enhance the learning
process by unobtrusively and naturally providing additional
information related to the current student's activity.

to the next module. Finally, the content sensitive assistance
module elaborates the output of the previous modules, in
order to decide the appropriate complementary information
needed by the user while reading and writing on the book.
This information is displayed in a near screen. For testing
purposes, SESIL has been integrated in the augmented
school desk described in [4], which has been provided with
the required front cameras.
The next sections provide a detailed description of the
SESIL's components.
screen

display

3. SMART STUDYING ENVIRONMENT

The presented system interoperates with the ClassMate
smart classroom framework [1].
A functional prototype of SESIL has been deployed on
the smart school desk presented in [4], which augments a
standard school desk with an additional piece of furniture
including a 27 inches diagonal wide touch screen and
supporting vision techniques on the front part of the desk.
Three front cameras were used for book and stylus posture
recognition, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. SESIL's architecture

3.2. Book and page recognition

A vision process detects the presence of a known book on
the desk, localizes it and recognizes the particular page that
it is open at, providing a robust context cue to the
application. An electronic representation of the appearance
of each page is assumed. The outcome of this process is
demonstrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Recognition of book pages. On the left, a grayscale version
of the image acquired from the central camera is shown. On the
right, the matched page in the electronic representation. The left
image is annotated with spatial extent of each page (green & red
quadrilaterals) and book orientation (cyan circle), as estimated

Fig. 1. SESIL deployed on the augmented desk

In the following sections a detailed description of
SESIL's architecture and modules is provided.
3. 1. Architecture

Fig. 2 illustrates the overall architecture of SESIL. In more
detail, the output of the cameras that monitor the user's
book and stylus is firstly processed by the book recognition
and stylus posture modules, providing thus the page
identification and the exact stylus' position on the page.
Also, these modules are responsible to recognize whether
the stylus is writing or not. The handwriting and gestures
recognition module takes as input the output of the
aforementioned modules and it provides writing text and
gestures recognition. It also propagates the recognized page

based on the correspondences between the image and the electronic
representation.

In the electronic representation, each page has been
previously imaged in a planar arrangement (either scanned
or synthetically generated as a printer fIle). An unordered
representation of each page is a priori obtained by detecting
SIFT features [5] in the image of each page and associating
these features with it. At run time, a page of the printed copy
is imaged and recognized using this representation.
When a frame is acquired, it is initially warped to the
plane of the desk, providing image W, within which SIFT
features are detected. These features are compared with the
ones already in memory, on a per page basis. The page that
provides the greatest hit ratio is considered as the matching
page. To optimize the search, consecutive and preceding

pages to the current, are considered first and if they provide
a very high ratio are immediately considered as matching.
The locations of the point correspondences between W
and the scanned pages provide a basis for the localization of
the book on the desk. For each frame, the homography that
warps each imaged page (out of 2) to the scanned one is
estimated through a RANSAC procedure, along with a
subset of confidently correct correspondences (inliers).
Using the 3x3 homography matrix, the comers of each
scanned page are projected in the acquired image. These 4
projections mark the spatial extent of the book in W.
Procrustes analysis is then employed [10], upon the inlying
correspondences to estimate it's the 2D orientation of the
book within W, or ecquivalently, the desk.
The process is parallelized on the GPU of the computer.
At each frame that a book is found, it outputs an event with
the ids of the two (or one, i.e. if the cover is matched)
imaged pages along with the coordinates of each page in the
desk's coordinate system.
3.3. Stylus posture

A vision process estimates the position and orientation of a
colored stylus in the space above the desk, while it is
manipulated by the user. To provide the estimation, the
process utilizes 3 synchronous views that overlook the space
desk, providing images 1;, i={1,2,3}, at each "frame". The
stylus is reconstructed as a 3D line segment, from which its
location and orientation in 3D space are estimated, in 3
steps, which are all parallelized in the GPU of the computer.
The outcome of this process is demonstrated in Fig. 4.

3D stylus pose estimation. Given lines L; in each view,
the stylus is reconstructed in 3D, as follows. For each view,
the plane defmed by L; and K; is considered. Thus per view
pair j = {I, 2, 3} a 3D line Cj is obtained by intersecting the
two corresponding planes. Lines Cj are combined in the
output estimate of the stylus, E, as in [20]. The endpoints of
the 3D segments found in images Ti, are projected and
grouped onto E to fmd the 3D endpoints of the line segment.
At each frame upon which the stylus is found, an event
containing the two endpoints Po;, P J; in the coordinate
system of the desk is outputted.
3.4 Stylus-based indication

A third process combines book recognition and stylus pose
estimation to provide additional interaction. The 3D
coordinates of the stylus are monitored and when the
endpoint of the stylus is found, approximately, in contact
with the book an additional event is triggered. This event
contains the point Q of the book in contact with the stylus in
the book's coordinate system, as well as the id of the
corresponding page. In this way, the recipient of the event is
able to fmd the indicated content in the book.
The following process is employed to estimate Q. The
point where the stylus intersects this plane of the desk is
found from the stylus endpoints. This point is then found if
occurring within the book's, based on its estimated spatial
extent on the desk (see Sec.3.3). Using the estimated
homography for each page, the point of intersection is
mapped to coordinates on the electronic representation of
the page.
The outcome of this process is demonstrated in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. Stylus pose estimation. Original images acquired from the
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estimate (location and orientation) of the stylus is superimposed as
a green line segment, by projecting this estimate back to the
original image.
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Stylus segmentation. In each image I; the stylus is

segmented from the remainder of the image, yielding
corresponding binary images M; . Segmentation is based on
a pixelwise color matching metric [24]. In M; a pixels is 1 if
matching the stylus color and 0 otherwise.
2D stylus modeling. In this step, the stylus is modeled
in each M; , as a line segment. To achieve this, a thinning
process is applied to M; , yielding image Tj• The pixels in Tj
form a size-dominant line Lj, which is detected through the
Hough transform [23]. Pixels along L; that are considered to
image the stylus are grouped into line segment li and its
endpoints li, pOi and pi i, are found.
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Fig. 5. Stylus-based indication of a point on the book, applied to
example of Fig. 3. The figure shows the electronic

the

representation of the recognized page and the estimated point of
stylus contact with superimposed red circles.

3.5. Handwriting and gestures recognition

This module takes as input the feedback provided by the
book recognition and stylus posture and indication modules
and identifies whether the user is performing a gesture or is
writing text. The recognizable gestures are strongly
correlated with the natural reading process (e.g., underline
text, circle a word, etc.), ensuring that standard studying
habits and practices are supported.
For handwriting recognition, Microsoft's Ink Analysis
API [17] is used. The Microsoft Ink Analysis is an integral
part of Windows 7 Tablet PC edition, and provides highly
accurate handwriting and writing gestures recognition. The
NHuspell spell checker [16] is also used with OpenOffice's
English dictionary [18] for better recognition of the written
words.
The recognized words or gestures, along with their
position on the book's page and their size are fed to the next
SESIL module (Content sensitive assistance). Furthermore,
the recognized page is also propagated.
3.5. Book modeling and content sensitive assistance

Every book that is included in SESIL's recognition library
has been stored in digital form (Portable Digital Format PDF) and it has also been enhanced with educational meta
data. In more detail, every page of a recognizable book is
classified according to the educational material it provides
(e.g., reading text, image, comprehension exercise, etc.)
defming in this way the interaction and content assistance
needs of the user. For example, when a user tries to
accomplish a multiple choice exercise, SESIL is able to
provide in real time hints and explanations about a specific
section of the exercise, which is in the user's current
attention area.
<Page id="lE_025035_11">
<lmage Source>file:/I/Pat h/to/pages/images!025-035_Page_ll.png</lmageSource>
<Hotspots>
<HotSpotElement>
<BoundingPoints>
<Point>
<X>O.290</X>
<V>O.158</V>
</Point>
<Point>
<X>O.350</X>
<Y>O.158</V>
</Point>
<Point>
<X>O.350</X>

(hotspots) and their types are defmed. Fig. 6 depicts the
metadata file of a SESIL's page that contains a free text
field of a fill-the-gap exercise. As it can be observed, every
page is referenced by a unique id and it is accompanied by
its digital image. This image can be displayed on any
interactive screen near the physical book, enabling the user
to interact with the hotspots of the digital form of the page.
Furthermore, every page can contain a number of interactive
hotspots denoting its interesting areas. Every hotspot of a
page is declared by four coordination points (normalized in
order to be independent of the page size), representing the
four comers of the hotspot's bounding rectangle and the
educational asset type that this hotspot denotes.
Every asset type is assigned a number of accepted stylus
gestures (e.g., circle, underline, etc.) and/or writing text. In
particular, the assigned writing text to a hotspot can be
either a closed set of words or any word that is contained in
the English vocabulary that is used, according to the asset
type.
Anytime a page hotspot is engaged by the user's
handwriting, the content sensitive assistance module
evaluates that input and, according to the type of educational
asset that is represented, it selects the appropriate support
applications and displays them to the near screen.
The overall decision making process for choosing the
suitable applications and displaying the appropriate helping
content is executed by the ClassMate services with which
SESIL interoperates.
ClassMate aims to provide a robust and open ubiquitous
computing framework suitable for a school environment
that: (i) provides a context aware classroom orchestration
based on information coming from the ambient
environment, (ii) addresses heterogeneous interoperability
of AmI services and devices, (iii), facilitates synchronous
and asynchronous communication, (iv) supports user
profiling and behavioral patterns discovery and (v)
encapsulates content classification and supports content
discovery and filtering. Complementary to ClassMate's core
an application library exists in order for other application
frameworks, like SESIL, to interoperate and exploit its
enhanced educative facilities, as explained in the next
example.

<Y>O.l84</V>
</Point>
<Point>
<X>O.290</X>
<V>O.l84</V>
</Point>

0"" _____ "
-�-pe .... t..

</SoundingPoints>
<AssetType>F REE_TEXT</AssetType>
</Hot SpotElement>
</Hotspots>
</Page>

Fig. 6. SESIL page metadata information.

Fig. 7. SESIL screenshot example.

The classification of books' pages is contained in a XML
description file for every page, in which the interactive area

Fig. 7 illustrates a screenshot from a demo application
which exemplifies how SESIL can assist a user trying to

accomplish a multiple-choice exercise. At the left part of the
screen the image of the active page is depicted, containing
the handwritten input of the user (the circle around the word
"caring"). When the user circled the word "caring" in the
actual book page, SESIL was activated recognizing the
circle gesture around the hotspot of the page, which denotes
that the word "caring" can be one of the user's choices.
SESIL also added the selected word under the
corresponding avatar of the exercise and launched two
informative applications: a) an images' collection related to
the word "caring" and b) defmition, examples and
synonyms of the word "caring", helping the user to
strengthen his confidence regarding the correctness of his
choice and allowing him to retrieve / revisit related
educational information. In order for SESIL to decide the
corresponding result it should present to the user (e.g. in the
above example, appropriate context aware help is provided
when a student circles a word), it interoperates with
ClassMate's Context Manager module that directs it to
consult the User Profile module and eventually retrieve the
appropriate educational assets stored in the Data Space
module in the form of LOM objects.

characterizations for the system.
The answers were
analyzed individually (see Fig. 8), where the rating for each
attribute ranges from 1 to 7 (1 represents the most positive
attitude, e.g., pleasant, and 7 the most negative attitude, e.g.,
unpleasant). Answers were also grouped in three categories,
namely usability, learnability and user experience, with each
one of the categories rated on a scale from 0 to 10.
Usability received an average score of 8.21 (stdev: 0.28),
leamability scored 8.09 in average (stdev: 0.3) and user
experience was rated with 7,5 (stdev: 0.27). These results
can only be used as qualitative measures, while more
detailed quantitative results will be obtained in future
evaluations with users.
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4. RESULTS

The system was tested to recognize book pages with a
100% confidence in books of approximately 200 pages, in a
variety of orientation and occlusion conditions. The
maximum relative orientation was 60 degrees while the
worst case of occlusions covered -50% of a page. In
practice, it was observed that approximately a third of each
page must be visible to be recognized. The accuracy of the
stylus point of contact was always below lcm, thereby
facilitating the robust stylus-based indication of paragraphs,
figures, equations, etc., within the book.
Following a user-centred design approach, and since a
functional yet early prototype of SESIL was available, a
formative usability evaluation was carried out by usability
and interaction design experts, aiming to assess the usability
and usefulness of the system. The evaluation was carried out
by four experts, who were asked to carry out a heuristic
evaluation [13] in order to identify potential usability
problems. After interacting with the system, the evaluators
were asked to fill-in a short questionnaire in order to assess
conformance with the five dimensions of usability [25] and
the anticipated overall user experience [12], [9].
The heuristic evaluation resulted in 7 usability
improvement suggestions, 2 of which were classified as
major problems, 3 as minor problems and 2 as aesthetic
problems only. The evaluation suggested that the dictionary
and images application could be enhanced with further
functionality, allowing for example users to add a word to
their personal vocabulary.
The questionnaire given to experts in order to assess the
usability and overall anticipated user experience comprised
of thirteen questions, providing pairs of contrasting
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8 Questionnaires results

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented SESIL, a system targeted to
enhance reading and writing activities on physical books
through unobtrusive monitoring of users' gestures and
handwriting and the display of information related to the
current users' focus of attention. SESIL innovatively
combines book and page recognition, stylus position
identification, and handwriting recognition without
requrrmg any special device apart from cameras.
Additionally, SESIL exploits educational metadata on the
book's content to decide at run-time the type of additional
information and support need to be provided in a context
dependent fashion.
SESIL seamlessly combines reading and handwriting on
physical books with the provision of related digital content
through natural interaction. The performed tests have
confrrmed that SESIL is robust and reliable enough for
practical use, and formative usability evaluation has yielded
positive results. Future work will focus on user-based
evaluation in the context of a (simulated) AmI classroom
environment, also assesing the educational benefits and
implications of the overall approach.
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